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Wilson widens margin in governor’s race
By Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

With the election just five
days away, Gov. Pete Wilson has
opened a nine-point lead over
Democratic challenger Kathleen
Brown, according the latest
Field Poll.
The poll, conducted Oct. 2130, asked 1,404 Californians
whom they would vote for gov-

ernor. Fifty percent said Wilson,
41 percent chose Brown and
nine percent were undecided.
The poll’s margin of error is
plus or minus 3.4 percent.
However, one San Jose State
University student said Brown
still has a chance.
"Absolutely the polls are
so different," Campus Democrats President George Gonsales

said. "I saw a San Francisco
Chronicle poll from last week
showing Brown five points
behind."
Gonsales said students would
rally to support Brown’s bid for
Governor.
"As we saw in the Spartan
Daily poll, students definitely
know who their friend is," he
said. "She has committed to

freeze student fees. During the
Wilson administration, (California State University) fees
have gone up 70 percent.
Gonsales said Gov. Wilson’s
support of Proposition 187,
which would deny illegal aliens
public health care and education, will cost him the election.
The Daily canvassed 869 students on Oct. 19. Fifty-two per-

cent favored Brown, 19 percent
Wilson, and 29 percent were
either undecided or favored a
third-party candidate.
A spokeswoman at the CSU
Chancellor’s Office said fees at
the 20 CSU campuses have risen
from $780 in Fall ’90 to $1,584 in
Fall ’94.
Mark Stromberg of the SJSU
chapter of College Republicans

disagreed
with
Gonsales’
assessment.
"At this point, I’d tell the
Democrats to spend their
money on Feinstein and the
other state offices where they
have a chance of winning,"
he said.
"All I can say is that I pretty
much expected that (poll
See Election, page 6

SJSU student
falls to death
from freeway

I don’t mean to toot my own horn but...

Police not ruling out suicide
By Matthew Tom
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

SJSU Marching band trumpeter Eric Hewett practices with the rest of the
brass section during band practice at South Campus Their next perfor-

JEArierrE L. HANNA SPARTAN DAILY
mance will be at Saturday’s home football game against New Mexico State.
performing music with an Argentine and Brazilian theme. See story page 4

Proposition would deny bail in sex crimes
By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Just when you thought it was safe
to start reading up on the initiatives
in the voter handbook, there’s more.
Proposition 189, introduced to the
public in the supplemental ballot
pamphlet, is one of three more legislative constitutional amendments
put on the ballot by the California
Legislature.
Proposition 189, obscured by
other high-profile ballot initiatives
such as Propositions 186 and 187,
seeks to add felony sexual assault
to the list of other offenses that

’This proposition isn’t about money or politics. It’s
about protecting the innocent, law-abiding
citizens from the lowest and most vicious variety
of criminals that prowl our streets sexual
predators.’
Ted Brown
chairman, IJbertarian Party of Lte Angeles

would deny a suspect bail.
Opponents argue 189 will cost
taxpayers by keeping suspects in
jail while awaiting trial and will
take money away from the court
system. They also claim 189 is a way

for politicians to capitalize on the
crime issue.
"Proposition 189 is really designed to boost the chances of politicians in an election year," said
Ted Brown, chairman of the Liber-

tarian Party of Los Angeles.
But Assemblyman Cruz M. Bustamante, author of the proposition,
disagrees.
"This proposition isn’t about
money or politics," he said. "It’s
about protecting the innocent, lawabiding citizens from the lowest and
most vicious variety of criminals
that prowl our streets
sexual
predators."
People accused of a crime are usually allowed to post bail, a type of
security that assures the accused

By Shelley Spackman

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

For those students who
want to quit smoking but
have always needed a little
help, assistance is finally
here.
San Jose State University’s Student Health
Services is offering a series
of free smoking cessation
classes to help students
break the habit and celebrate the Great American
Smoke-Out "I Quit Day"
Thursday, Nov. 17.

"Through a three-step
process we help people
reduce, re-learn and eliminate that behavior."
The smoking cessation
classes, limited to 20-25
people, will take place
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Nov. 8, 10, 15 and 17 from
noon until 1:00 p.m.
Last semester’s classes
resulted in a 50 to 75
percent success rate, Battle said.
"At the end of last semesSee Smoking, page 6

By A.J. Nomai
Environmental
studies
Professor Frank Schlavo
said he has a plan to help
reduce pollution in the Bay
Area, relieve student stress,
help unclog congested cornmutes, arid increase available parking spaces on campus without building a new
parking structure.
What is this miracle cure?
Schlavo is advocating carpooling to accomplish these
goals, and he has a plan that
he thinks will encourage

Music exposition
to highlight
new technology
By Aunt Pratt

See Proposition page 6

Professor advocates
carpoolingincentives

"Our classes help individuals address their smoking habits, then work on a
list of goals to help change
them," said Dr. Oscar
Battle, health educator at
SJSU.
Through group discussions and personal diaries,
students learn to identify their current smoking
"cues" (activities that trigger their cigarette smoking)
and learn to eliminate them
"Smoking is a learned
behavior," Battle said

See Death, page 6

Spartan Daily Stall biller

Student Health Services
helps smokers kick habit
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

San Jose State University student Loan Ngoc
Tieu died early Sunday morning after she fell off
the southbound Interstate Highway 101 on-ramp
late Saturday night, leaving behind only a letter
that read "I love you mom and dad."
lieu left her parents’ San Jose home at 6:30
p.m. Saturday telling them she was going to mail
the letter and found herself standing on the onramp later that night, lieu’s sister, Judy said.
"lieu, 21, jumped off the Interstate 280 offramp to southbound Highway 101 at 9:50 p.m.,"
said Louis Quezada, spokesman for the San Jose
Police Department.
She drove her vehi’She was
cle onto the on-ramp
and leapt off after parkfeeling a lot
ing and exiting her
of
pressure to
vehicle, Quezada said.
According to Judy,
do well in
22, lieu stood on the
school.. .she
on-ramp for several
minutes crying out for
would spend
someone to help her.
day and night
"She was screaming
’Please help me!’," Judy
studying.’
lieu said. "I don’t think
.Ituts lieu
she was able to move.
After
the
(police)
helicopter shined the
search light on her, I guess she lost her balance
and fell off."
In an unconscious state, she was transported
to San Jose Medical Center after passers-by
reported the incident to police. No other
injuries or accidents were reported.
lieu was pronounced dead early Sunday

more students to carpool.
Schiavo said the college
could reserve the lower
floors of the parking garages
for carpools in addition to
offering reduced or free
parking permits.
"This is not something we
can do unilaterally," Richard
Staley, manager of parking
and traffic operations, said.
"We need approval from the
board of trustees who govem parking fees."
Staley added that the regSee Carpool, page 6

If you tease the musical palate with terms like
the new "drum3" digital drum system and using
a Macintosh to produce and compose music
with application from record production to multimedia, you will get a taste of the musical banquet that will be served at the National Music
Exposition.
The show will be at the San Jose Convention
Center on Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. San Jose is one of three cities where the
exhibit is taking place.
For college students who took lessons on an
instrument, played in bands or want to use the
computer to compose music, this show offers
workshops in guitar, bass, keyboard, drums and
vocals or sequencing for MIDI synthesizers
which interface between between computers
and instruments, digital audio recording, sound
design, jazz/fusion and interactive use of effects
in music creation.
Admission is free to students with school
identification. For $15 they can attend 25 workshops for two days.
See Music, page 6
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Meandering Missive

It’s the little things
that really ’bug’ me
I think I’m going buggy!
Although stress from school, work and family
leaves me distracted enough as it is, the cause of
my "bugginess" this time is quite literal.
Around the world, more than 900,000 species
belong to the classes Insecta and Arachnida. It
seems, however, that many of these flying or
crawling critters think they belong in my presence. Talk about miscommunication!
I’ve always tried to follow the motto "Don’t bug
me; I won’t bug you," yet inadvertent encounters
with arthropods occur all too frequently.
If I’ve learned anything from this aside from
how to laugh at myself it’s that greater size and
higher intelligence don’t necessarily make a person infallible against a group of small but
resourceful and numerous creatures. Look what
happened to Gulliver when he traveled to Lilliput!
My experiences with insects and spiders range
from evocative of horror movies to sounding like
a Seinfeld storyline. Here are my favorites:
Spiders: They may be highly beneficial
because they eat all sorts of pests, but I’m human
and therefore admit to being frightened by leggy,
hairy, poisonous things that hide among leaves,
in dark corners or in beds.
Yes, beds! The other week I was sleepily unmaking mine when a daddy-longlegs scuttled out from
under a pillow. It slunk past the headboard and
under the bed. I must have made a horrified noise
because my dad soon appeared in the doorway.
But when he traded places with me to catch the
spider, it vanished! I spent 15 minutes, flashlight
in hand, on a vigil to catch another glimpse.
Midnight soon struck and I was wide awake.
My parents were now out like lights and I was
alone with the intruder. My fruitless search went
on a while longer until, sleepy again, I climbed
under the covers and went to sleep on the sofa

Shari Kaplan
uiumfu.st

bed in the den!
Ants: I was pet -sitting when my neighbors’
kitchen turned into an impromptu bivouac. I had
been looking for dog treats when my gaze went to
the floor. The linoleum pattern was moving!
It was a short-lived psychedelic moment when I
realized the floor was swarming with ants.
My neighbors had left an open block of lard in
the pantry. Need I say more? Although the ants
were harmless and so small I probably killed hundreds just by walking across the floor, I still felt a
rising tide of panic at the thought of how to get
rid of such an army.
The dogs, being Chihuahuas, were high-strung
anyway and only became more agitated when
their popping eyes saw how upset I was.
Flying friends: Once a meditative cranefly
(they look like giant mosquitoes) landed outside
on the sliding glass back door and kept me from
watering the plants for five minutes. I kept banging on the glass, trying to scare it. Finally, I got up
enough nerve and chased it away with Windex.
Another time I was picnicking in the woods
when a yellow jacket crashed the party. "That’s
the last time I wear perfume outdoors!" I thought.
We soon discovered that all it really wanted
was to chew off a strip of barbecued chicken from
our plate of leftovers. Clutching the meat to its
furry chest, it flew heavily away like a drunken
pilot and never returned.
I may love animals, but I draw the line at insects
and spiders. Whether they find me by coincidence or just to "bug" me, I can’t help but find
them intimidating.
Help me, Gulliver!

Writer’s Forum

Count to ten before
running green lights
Caution is the better part of survival when it
comes to stop signs and stoplights.
Recently, drivers ignored my right of way, successively, at two neighborhood stop signs.
They could rationalize it this way: "It’s a late
start. They don’t know me. I’m hungry and want
to get home. I’ve been in this car just too long.
She can just darn well wait."
Cruising through a red light is a little more
adventuresome, but I’ve seen many people do it.
I almost got zapped by a car running a red light
one morning at an expressway intersection.
They probably think: "I’m going with the flow of
traffic. They can wait for me. These lights are
absolutely ridiculous. I have to make up the commute time I lost."
The 190 Sourcebook of the U.S. Department of
Justice has data on moving traffic violations of
high school students, but none for adults who are
just as guilty of committing them.
Their survey cited higher rates of moving violations for male high school seniors than female
students.
Research in England has shown drivers, who
commit moving violations tend to be young

Shari Kaplan is a Daily
columnist. Her column appears
every other Thursday.

Letters to the Editor

University leaves bikers out in the cold
Dear Editor
Steve Sloan (Bike ’sacrifice’
for the greater good, Oct.28) has
displayed the clouded mentality
of the campus population: "I
believe I should have the right
to drive my car anywhere on
campus and as fast as I want to."
I believe this is a response to
my letter about bicycle access.
I DO NOT believe I should ride
my bicycle anywhere on campus and as fast as I want to.
I believe, however, bicycles
should have limited access to
the interior of campus (bike
paths and/or paths identified to
permit bicycle access through
San Carlos and 7th streets).
Steve just goes to show that
he does not think things
through and jumps to assumptions like a fly on...
Steve is probably unaware
that after the construction is finished, bicycles will not be per-

mitted to ride on San Carlos,
Seventh, and Ninth streets, and
bicycles will be banned from the
interior of campus and limited
to the perimeter of campus.
What this means is that
because no special, protected
areas are planned (like car
garages with staff on duty and
UPD patrolling) bicycles will be
open to theft and vandalism.
And frankly, I can trust neither the local community nor
SJSU students, staff and faculty
to leave my bike alone. These
groups have proven their
actions are not always honest.
(Yes, I am condemning these
groups for the actions of a few.
That’s what they do to bicyclists.)
Female students have also
expressed to me a fear of being
attacked when retrieving their
bicycle from across campus.
Another reason why bicycle
access should remain is that,

according to Alan Freeman,
SJSU director of space management and facilities planning, at
least 4 percent or about 1,120
students ride their bikes to
school.
The needs of this special
interest group need to be
addressed as are the needs of
disabled students, minority students, students with children
and others.
The important thing is to note
is the students have not been
asked what they want. The
administration is only doing the
minimum necessary and are not
meeting students’ needs.
Also, I hate to break it to you
Steve, but SJSU exists for needs
and education of students and
we, the students, pay your
wages.
Terence Curtis
B.A.
Art

Campus fee hike sets dangerous pattern
Dear Editor
Special interests are once
again trying to raise campus
based fees. The Instructionally
Related Activity (IRA) fee will be
on a student ballot to decide on
raising the fee by 275 percent
from $40 up to $150 a year.
Similar to last year’s initiative, which was narrowly defeated, the overwhelming majority
of the fee increase (about 56
percent) would go to the athletics.
This year, the only difference
is that they want more money

New, R.,...

from the students.
It is time to stop the continuous cycle of skyrocketing fees
and keep higher education
accessible to everyone.
Students have seen their college tuition soar over 60 percent for the past five years, with
another 10 percent increase
expected next year. In addition,
new university based fees have
dramatically increased.
Consequently, thousands of
students have dropped out
because they can not afford the
high costs of college.
Increasing the IRA fee will set

a dangerous precedent. It sends
a signal to Sacramento politicians that it is okay to cut college funding because students
will impose fees on themselves
to make up the difference.
It is time to say NO to special
interests who want to keep raising our fees. Vote No to an IRA
Increase on Nov. 16 and 17. We
just can’t afford it!

Letter to the Editor

Equality not an issue in spousal abuse
Dear Editor
Last week, in Heather Hayes’
aptly titled column "Hayes’d
and Con-fused," she reports to
us women are beating up on
men with at least the same frequency and ferocity as men are
on women.
She cites a Journal of
Marriage and Family (I wonder
who its publisher is) that says
two million men are being
assaulted by women annually to
1.8 million women assaulted by
men. This flies in the face of
numerous reports to the contrary.
"Three to four million women
are battered in their homes
every year by husbands, ex-husbands and boyfriends" (Ms.,
September 1990).
She also cites a report that
says "men and women physically abuse each other in roughly
the same numbers." While this
may sound persuasive on the
surface, one has to question
what this really says.
Is it saying In every abusive
relationship where there’s a

Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be in
the Letters to the Editor’s box

U.S. Surgeon General under
Reagan, "as many as 35 percent
of the women who visit hospital
emergency rooms go there for
symptoms of on-going abuse."
Hayes admonishes women
that if we want equal rights then
we should admit our culpability
alongside guilty men. Would
she also suggest to black
Americans that if they want
equal rights then they should
admit guilt of, say, lynching of
whites?
This is equally ludicrous and
insulting. Even if we were as
guilty of abuse as men, we
should not have to do anything
to deserve or earn equal rights.
Rights are not to be acquired
but are inherent.
Instead of calling last week’s
column "Battered spouses
aren’t just women," Hayes
should
call
her
column
"Misogynists aren’t just men."

Sheila Mayne
Faculty
Linguistics and Language
Development

In the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Dwight Bente! Hall 209.
Articles and letters MUST

contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
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man hitting a woman and she
hits back, he and she are equal
statistics, despite his 50 blows
to her one?
Hayes also suggests abuse
from either party may be "for
no reason at all." This is where
men and women clearly differ.
According to Stephen Deluca,
a therapist at a family counseling center in Santa Cruz, men
and women may both indeed hit
but for entirely different reasons and with different effect.
He points to recent research
which shows while women will
hit out of anger and frustration,
men will hit for control and
intimidation, and may become
habitual in their use of violence.
Further, the effects of their
blows are quite different.
Despite Hayes’ assertion that
"women are just as capable of
smacking a man and beating
him senseless," when it comes
to a knock-down, dragged-out
fight between a man and woman
of equal height and weight (seldom the case), the man will
most definitely win.
According to Dr. Novella,the
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males who drive a high annual mileage.
It also showed policy makers know little about
public attitudes toward road safety or have a
means of influencing attitudes, beyond the
cost/benefits of not observing the laws.
Researchers have suggested the use of multilingual stop signs, bigger road signs for older drivers who do not see as well, and extending the
time of yellow lights because they are not long
enough for a car traveling at posted speed limits.
Sensor technology embedded in highways, and
video cameras, are already used for monitoring
traffic jams, speeders and toll dodgers.
In Israel that technology has been effectively
used for 20 years to monitor red light jumpers,
who get a traffic ticket in the mail a week later.
Though Israel has not adopted "right on red"
traffic laws, the technology can still be used in
selected lanes or strategic locations.
Red light jumpers get a ticket for $40 in New
York City, and the city, looking for a further jump
on them, planned to install cameras at some
major intersections.
Meanwhile, stay alert.
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Alpha Omicron Pi
"Mr Fraternity," 7:15 p.m., SU
Balk:nisi). Call Stephanie,
292-6742.

Californians United Against
Proposition 187
Anti 187 & 184 rally, Noon-1 p.m.,
SU Ampitheatre. Call Burt,
94243642.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Action for a Real Democracy
in Mexico

Meeting, 7 p in., Peace Center
Call 287-3347.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Friday 12x12 Study Meeting,
Noon, ADM 269. Call Mark-tie.
(415)961-7380.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Nitelife Meeting, 8 p.m., SU
Almaden Room. Call 275-6518.

Morning Prayer, 9:30 am., SU
Ampitheatre. Call Scott,
294-4249.

Department of Humanities

Chinese Campus Fellowship

Guest Speaker: George Upsitz,
Professor of Ethnic Studies at
UCSD, 1-2 p.m., CCB 100. Call
Gail, 924-4481 or 354-9090.

library Donations & Sales
Open House & Book Sale, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., WLN 408. Call
924-2705.

The listening Hour
Sunrise String Quartet: Mozart &
Duke Ellington, 12:30-1:15 p.m.,
MB Concert Hall. Call 924-4631.

Department of Meteorology

Speaker Meeting, 2:30-5 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room. Call Joe,
286-9529.

Jewish Student Union
Shabbat Dinner and Discussion:
"A Jewish Response to Immigration," 8 p.m., International
Center. Call Asya, 252-2944 or
Jonathan, (415) 931-8667.

LDSSA
Friday Forum - Bowling, 12:30
p.m., LDS Institute Building.

Muslim Student Association

Seminar: Numerical Investigations of Mesoscale Circulations
along the California coast, Noon,
DH 615. Call 924-5200.

Juma-Prayer, 1-1:30 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room. Call Nadeem,
985-7715.

Model United Nations

Meeting & Practice, 5:30-7:30
p.m., SPX 089. Call John,
280-6019.

Meeting, 4-6 p.m., SU Almaden
Room. Call Paul, 29843556.

Mountaineers of SJSU
Rock Climbing. Call Eric,
395-7515.

Prevention Education
Program Center
SODAAA Meeting, 5 p.m., ADM
269. Call Kenneth, 924-5945.

Sikh Student Association
Sikh Social Issues - Amrit K.
Ragi, 7:30-9:30 p.m., SU Multicultural Center. Call 924-8736.
t,oe1II1Iond available to stui
SportoGuide
dents, faculty and skiff organizahoss Deodline
5pm two days before publication Forms ore
avarlabie ot the Spoon, Daily Content Indy be
edited to allow tor space resloctons

SJSU Fencing Club

San Jose State Folk Dance
Club
International Folkdance Class
(Beginners welcome, no partner
needed), 8-10:30 p.m., SPX 089.
Call Mildred, 293-1302 or Ed,
287-6369.

SIS. Greens
Panel Discussion: "Third Party
Politics," Noon, SU Pacheco
Room. Call Tim, 293-9561.

SJSU Ice Hockey Team
SJSU vs. Cal-Tech, 8 p.m., Ice
Centre of San Jose, Call Brent,
9248928.

CNN convicted of criminal contempt
MIAMI (AP) - CNN was
found guilty Tuesday of criminal contempt of federal court
by broadcasting taped phone
jailed
of
conversations
Panamanian leader Manuel
Noriega in 1990.

Associated Students

1 hunatay.

niversitv

The network was convicted
by U.S. District Judge William
Hoeveler, who said CNN willfully violated his order prohibiting
the broadcast of recorded conservations between Noriega
and his lawyers.
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School violence on the rise
Big cities report the highest number of children murdered
WASHINGTON (AP) - School
violence in the past year killed
or seriously injured students in
41 percent of big American
cities surveyed, the National
League of Cities said Tuesday.
"School’s getting rough," said
the league.
Of 700 cities responding to a
survey covering August and
September, 38 percent said
there had been a noticeable
increase in school violence over
the past five years. Seventeen
percent said violence had gone
down or was not a problem. The
rest said it was about the same.
Counting communities of all
sizes, one-fourth reported student deaths or injuries requir-

ing hospitalization within the
previous year as a result of violence.
The figures were most likely
to be bad in big cities: 41 percent for cities of 100,000 or
more, 32 percent for cities of
50,000 to 100,000 and 19 percent
for cities under 50,000.
The largest cities were also
the most likely to report
increasing violence over the
past five years - 55 percent,
compared with 46 percent for
middle-size cities and 31 percent for smaller communities.
Even small towns reported
problems, however, with the
study noting a town of under
6,000 people where two police

officers have been assigned to
school patrol full time.
"The academic challenges are
being made more difficult by
the disturbing presence and
growing fear of crime and violence in our schools," said
Atlanta Councilwoman Carolyn
Long Banks, first vice president
of the National League of Cities.
"Reports of attacks, shootings, searches for weapons,
gang activity and other incidents have created fear, anxiety
and uncertainty about what’s
happening when kids go to
school each day," the report
said.
Just two weeks ago the federal Centers for Disease Control in

Atlanta said the homicide rate
among young men 15 to 19 more
than doubled between 1985 and
1991. Researchers attributed
the rise to drug gangs’ recruiting of younger members and
increased use of guns instead of
fists.
"When it comes to violence,
in the past what may have led
to fistfights now leads to gunfire," Dr. David Satcher, director
of the centers, said.
Among the measures being
used to cope are school patrols
by city police - noted in 70
percent of communities in the
new report - and the use of
metal detectors in schools in
nearly one-fifth.

Panhandling decision to be reviewed
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
federal judge who ruled a state
law against panhandling unconstitutional must reconsider his
decision because the man who
challenged the law now has a
job, an appeals court says.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said Monday it had no
power to decide whether the
century-old law was valid
because plaintiff Celestus Blair
Jr. is no longer a beggar and settled his damage claims for
$4,000.
But the court rejected
requests by San Francisco and
the state to set aside U.S.
District Judge William Orrick’s
ruling overturning the anti-panhandling law. Instead, the court
said, Orrick must decide
whether to let his ruling stand
after considering the city’s
claim that it did not intend to
drop its appeal by settling with
Blair.
Without a clear ruling by the
court, which oversees federal
courts in California and eight
other Western states, the status
of the state law was left uncertain.
Deputy City Attorney G. Scott
Emblidge said the law is not
San
being
enforced
by
Francisco and many other cities
because of Orrick’s 1991 deci-

sion. But Michael Hallerud,
Blair’s lawyer, said Los Angeles
is enforcing the same law and
has won a ruling from a
Superior Court panel upholding
its authority.
Soon after Orrick’s ruling, San
Francisco voters passed a narrower local ordinance, which
sponsors said was aimed at
stopping "aggressive panhandling," or following someone
who had rejected a request for
money. A Superior Court judge
upheld that ordinance in July, a
ruling that is being appealed.
The longstanding California
law made it a crime, punishable
by a fine and up to six months
in jail, to "accost any person in
a public place or in any place
open to the public" and beg for
money.
Blair challenged the law after
being arrested five times in two
years. The charges were
dropped each time. He pursued
the case even after he got a job
as a $36,000-a-year trolley driver
with the city in 1989.

Orrick ruled that begging was
"a form of speech possessing
obvious political relevance"
about the speaker’s plight and
society’s treatmen, ,,f the poor.
He noted that laws banning
door-to-door soliciting for organized charities had been struck
down on free-speech grounds,
and said individual begging was
entitled to the same constitutional protection.
Laws against assaults, public
disturbances and the like protect the public from threats and
coercion without suppressing
speech, Orrick said.
Another federal appeals court
cited Orrick’s ruling last year in
striking down New York City’s
ban on begging in public.
After the judge’s ruling, and
while Blair was awaiting trial on
his damage claims, the city settled his case for $4,000.
That action effectively ended
the dispute between the parties, the appeals court said
Monday, because "it is unlikely
that (Blair) will ever again

desire to panhandle." and he
therefore has no "personal
stake" in the validity of the law.
Normally, when a case
becomes moot during an
appeal, it is ordered dismissed
and all previous rulings are
overturned. But that won’t necessarily happen in this case, the
court said, because of the city’s
role in proposing the settlement.
The court said Orrick, who
has already refused once to set
his ruling aside, must reconsider the question after hearing
the city’s argument that it never
intended to relinquish its
appeal.

ALL SEATS $.99
Studio Theaters
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292 5811
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Marching
toth, hythm
of tli(
Band
Story by Tina Casalino
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Photos by Jeanette L. Hanna
Spartan Daily Staff Photographer

the shrill sound of a whistle is
ja-sheard, musical instruments are
raised into the air. Bright flags sway
in unison with each other, creating a
burst of color for its audience. As sounds of
music are heard, feet march to the sound of
the rhythm and beat.
Members of San Jose State University’s
marching band enjoy performing at SJSU athletic events, but they must also contribute
long hours of hard work and patience.
The marching band is made up of 85 members, including musicians, dancers and color
guards. The musicians play a variety of
instruments such as trombones, saxophones
and trumpets. The color guards add color to
the overall performance of the band by
using flags as they dance.
Since 1983, Scott Pierson has directed the
musicians in the marching band.
"People that see the marching band see a
finished product, which is always very
good," Pierson said. "The marching band
practices as much as the athletic teams."
They practice three days a week, two and
a half hours each day, primarily at South
Campus.
Unfortunately, many SJSU students are
unaware SJSU has a marching band, to the

dismay of many band members and Pierson.
"Many times, when people get to the
games, they’re surprised because there’s a
band," Pierson said.
Once at band practice, the dancers,
Instructed by Melissa O’Sullivan, the color
guards instructed by Kristi Avilla, and musicians divide into their own groups to individually learn their routines.
An hour and a half later, the three groups
combine to practice their routines as the
entire marching band.
A typical game day for the marching band
includes four hours of additional practice to
reinforce the quality of the routines. Then,
the members dress in their uniforms and
warm up. The band then plays tailgate parties in the parking lot before football games.
By now, the band is ready for the pre-game
show, where they play music and energize
the audience before the game. The band performs again at halftime for about 10 minutes.
Many times, the band will perform another
tailgate party following the game.
Irene Dites, a trumpet player who joined
the band three years ago, said one of the
goals for the band members is to make sure
they encourage the spectators to become
enthusiastic about the game.

"We try to enhance the spirit of the
Spartans through our music," Dites said.
With every game, the theme of each show
changes. This brings new music, choreography, costumes, and props(for the dancers)
to the band’s performance.
"(The) marching band exposes students to
many different styles of music," instructor
Tyler Dempsey said.
For the homecoming game, the band
dressed in kilts and performed Latin and
Celtic music.
The home game against New Mexico State
Saturday will consist of music with
Argentine and Brazilian influences.
The marching band is financially funded
by the instructionally Related Activities.
But because of a lack of funds, the marching band is not able to travel long distances
to support the athletic teams.
The marching band not only performs at
football games, but they also appear at basketball, women’s volleyball, and ice hockey
games.
Pierson is proud of the time and effort the
band members dedicate to the band.
Angelo Martinez, a first-year band member, sums up what the band means to him.
"Marching band is my life," he said.

ABOVE: Drum major Joe
Vonheede.r directs the University
marching band during practice at
South Campus. The 85-member
band practices three days a week
for two and a half hours a day.
BELOW: Drum section member
Ryan Stohs plays the snare drum
while practicing music for an
upcoming performance. Besides
football games, the band also performs at basketball, women’s volleyball and ice hockey games.

RIGHT: SJSU
marching band
Director Scott
Pierson helps the
band keep tempo
during their practice.
Pierson has led the
band for 11 years.
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Rural Haitians live in fear of anti-Aristide thugs despite U.S. presence
VERRETTES, Haiti (AP) AdeIla Dulcinet found a handwritten note on the ground outside her door a few days ago
warning her to behave or else.
The note told Dulcinet, a prodemocracy activist, not to seek
too many changes in the government, army and other institutions ruling Verrettes, a town
of 5,000 people about a threehour drive north of the capital,
Port-au-Prince.
The message, scrawled in pen

on a scrap of paper, was similar
to other threats received by
Jean-Bertrand
of
backers
Aristide, the exiled president
who returned to Haiti on Oct. 15
with the help of thousands of
U.S. soldiers.
A climate of fear persists In
many rural parts of Haiti,
despite the presence of the U.S.
forces whose mission it was to
restore democracy. Haitians
afraid of reprisals by militarybacked thugs are still in hiding.

"They’re trying to dismantle
our organization, to create division," Dulcinet said. "I’m having
all kinds of problems. I’m so
afraid, I think I have to leave
this town."
like
places
remote
In
Verrettes, reached by driving
along a riverside cattle trail in
the Artibonite Valley, members
of paramilitary groups are also
hiding out. But they are armed
and defiant.
"There are weapons and there

are bad people. They’re still
there," said a French priest in
Verrettes. "It’s not a good climate for elections or free
speech."
The rural authorities of the
old regime, are to be replaced
by communal councils under a
law that Parliament has yet to
approve. But some in the mountains around Verrettes still wield
power through force and intimidation, residents said.
On the surface, the town

appears quiet. Sentiment in
favor of Aristide and Lavalas,
the Creole word meaning flood
which refers to the popular
uprising that swept Aristide to
power, is evident in the scattered streamers and wall
posters of the president.
But Luckner Theodule, a
farmer, isn’t confident the
Americans can protect him from
Aristide opponents. He says he
avoids sleeping at home and
lost his rice crop because he
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VOLUNTEERS
WANTED FOR RESEARCH: Anyone
who has had a personal experience
with angels. Please call 977-3288.
FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC.
Become a National Music Expo
Volunteer! Help produce a major
music event coming to San Jose,
Nov. 5-6. On -site positions
available now. Please call
415-969-4342.
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work. OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132.

CAMPUS CLUBS
The SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD
Club has an ad under TRAVEL.
Your club could be advertising
your events in the Classified too.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office wsrts and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

FOR SALE
NIKON LENSES: 28mm f3.5;
135 mm f2.8; 200mm f4. All 3
for $550.00. 4159604990.
LAPTOP FOR SALE 41160X 120MB
HD, 6MB RAM, window incl. Julie:
408365-3952, 9:30pm-11:30pm.
SPILLED INK- a creative thought
journal, is taking over the best
minds of our generation. Available
@ Spartan Bookstore $3. Or mail
to P.O. Bac 8362 San.bse,CA 95155.
CROSS COUNTRY SKI EXEITCISER
Sears Lifestyle 2000. Easy to use.
Excellent condition. Like new.
White. Folds flat for storage.
$35.00 obo. Call Kathy 227-1145.

EMPLOYMENT

DANCE TEACHER WANTED.
Teaching kids ballet, jazz & tap. 1
year teaching exp. & car req. P/T
mornings. Call Kathleen 356-7836.
COADES RIR JR MN BASKETBALL
tearns. Must be reliable, organized
& avail 3-6. 56/hr. Call John at
867-3785 if interested.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
5150.4225. weekly, working
17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
ENTERPRISE RENT-ACAR is
seeking customer service representatives for our San Jose office.
20-30 hours a week at $7.00 an
hour. Flexible around student’s
schedule. Duties include customer service, administration,
sales, answering phones & light
driving. A clean driving record is
required For moo nforrnation. please
call Deborah at 408-4524100.
CELLULAR/PAGER SALES
positions. Currently hiring for new
downtown location. Outside sales.
100% commission. Your own
hours. Write your own check.
938-0100, ask for Todd or Rob.
CHILIS CUPERTINO IS HIRING
foodservers. Apply 2 4, M-T-Th-F
at 20060 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Camp Tech-Sot-up, Cone, & Sta.
Apple/IBM-ComPat multimed
Corn. Late Nov/Early Dec. PT/flex.
Multimed H/W, Ed S/W & ability
to hacker-proof compter a plus.
512/hr Andrew 408920-5403.

$1500 WEEKLY possible,
mailing our circulars!
For info call 202-298-095b.

SALES SPORTS
RJN PART TIME JOB
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
Helping U.S.A. Amateur Athletes
with training opcortunities to
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
prepare for International &
hopefully, Olympic competitions
AU. SHIFTS AVAILABLE
5.9 Monfri + 10-2 Sat
FULL TRAJNING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
EARN 56.00 $12.00hr
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Manager 18+w/car
Medical/Dental Insurance
EARN $60010 $900 MO.
scorr (408)982-9601.
WEEKLY PAYCHECKS!
Apply. Mon.- Fri. Sam- 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
Growing company has immediate
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Neer 101 at SW Tcmas Expressway. openings with high pay and
flexible hours. Perfect for a
ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDRIBI? college schedule (10-25 hrs/wk)
Small World Schools is currently
‘Starting Pay $10.50*
hiring for FIT & P/T positions for No experience is necessary - Preschool & Day Care. A variety of training will be provided!!!
shifts available In San Jose, Bel- We also otter internships and
mont, Millbrae & San Bnino. Also 100 corporate scholarships each
hiring for substitutes - flexible year. Call 280-5195.
scheduling does not interfere with
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
or 6 ECE completed + current
Certain advertisements in
ECE enrollment for all positions.
these columns rmiy refer the
Benefits & an abundance of
reader to specific telephone
growth opportunities! Please call
for
numbers or add r
406257-7326 to whedule ifferview.
additional information.
Classified readers should be
ACUFACTS, INC.
reminded that, when making
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
these further contacts, they
/ Part-time
should require complete
Apply Mon. - Fri., 8am.- 5crn.
Information before sending
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
money for goods or services.
(408)286-5880
In addition, readers should
investigate ell Ilms
carefully
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi.
offering employment swags
America’s largest dinner delivery
for discount
orcoupons
service. We deliver dinners from
vacations or mercliand Ise.
restaurants like Chills. TGI Fridays,
& Marie Callenders to homes &
businesses. Many SJSU students FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone
have enjoyed our flexible & friendly surveys for market research co.
work environment. You can too. DJ No sales. Days -Eves -Weekends.
xeittris ae pat time ri the evenings. $6.00/hour. 408-2891499.
catisesofiedwarrl 389-9401.
MARKETING
Mobile Walter/Waitress: Deliver
from the restaurant to the aatomer’s Environmental/Nutrition Co. seefung
home or business. Earn $9-$12/hr outgoing individuals with outstand
hour. You must be at least 18, have ing leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
your own car, ins. & ro mere brae train. Telecommunication positions
ding co your DAV. Posit tons in the also available reselling surplus
Cupertino/Carnctell area or Slitt Sc, digital long distance service of top
Jose. Cash tips nightly!!! 369-9401. long distance carriers. PT/F7, will
train. Call Mark 408.7333933.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Eam to 520./hr. Day/Eve, 1 or 2
week classes. (415) 968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
OFFICE 4 RENT
Parking. 485 715
MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
296-8198
general office, computers, good
with details. 57.15/ hour. 15-20
hr/wk. Call 243-9173.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Hxge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 parsons OK. Rent from
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 tdrm/2 ba. $74547%/mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy 8, remodeled. Security type
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Ample parking. We take advance
deposits. Call 288-9157.

ROOMMATES

SJSU STUDENT wants female to
share 2 horn/1ba 1/2 block from
SJSU. Only $325 mo. Sha re util. Avail
now. Call Christine 408-947-8756.
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
share 2 bdmi 1 bath in quiet Willow Glen, near It. rail. $350./mo.
2654553.

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BORM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off
campus. Includes water, garbage
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.

AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

TUTOR
SPANISH AND ESL TUTOR
Professional help at low rates.
All levels. Call 415691-0976.

SERVICES

MAUL

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9104.
281-4430.
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, passwordprotected voice mail box
(.3 month minimum). Pager
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
recorded message. 24 hour
access. 408-261-9880.

2 Bedroom Apastment $750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
*Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
now accepting students wishing
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate, and
Advanced welcome. All styles
including: Rock, Jazz. Blues,
Funk, Reggae, Fusion, and
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.

RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408) 356-2874.
LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUAL TO FLY
to the RDU airport in Raleigh, North
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
Carolina, on Wed.. Nov. 23, as
Research/Edlting/Proofreading companion to 11 year old girl.
Write Now, (408)738-0436.
Return to San Jose on Sun., Nov.
27. If interested, reply in writing
to:
T. Morris, P.O. Box 2658,
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor Burlington, NC 27216.
call
grades when help is just a
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former SAFARI KENYA/TANZANIA JAN 95
college teacher) assists with A personalized tour 18 days. Call
research & writing. Tutorial also Cathy (916)961-7243 by 11/11.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location. SJSU SKI 8 SNOWBOARD CLUB
Dissertation/thesis specialist. 9445. *Whistler Canada - January
Samples & references available. 8-13. Air, 5 nights &lift passes:
Chinese & other langs. spoken. $449. Also discounts at local
Foreigners welcome! Call today stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
for free phone consultation: Ski Club has planned trips to
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel. Tahoe, parties, gathenngs & more.
For info call Mark at 924-8225.
P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Available. Broad Academic STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
Lowest Air Fares Available
background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General Call for Quotes
knowledge of library databases We Deliver
and bibliography materials. Western Union Money Transfer
Excellent References. Call: United Express Travel Agency
(408)279.2101.
(415) 327-4609.

FOR RENT

FUTON, NEW, 6’ FUTON & MAKE
Fabric choice. Full set $119. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Queen set 5129. (408)926-1951. Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:3010:00 for fundraising/organizing.
186 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 Make a difference while making a
Irving.
288-7882. EOE.
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOB!
$6,800. Gene: 2654994.
Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley’s
failing ground water. Committed
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
organizing.
fundraising/community
CHEVRON
4TH & SANTA CLARA
in need of cashiers and full-serve Make a difference while making a
Irving,
288.7882.
EOE.
attendant, F/T or P/T. All shifts
available. Apply in person or call
HEALTH CLUB COUNTERPERSON
295-3964.
P/T Evenirgs &1Aleekends. Firs hous
30 TEMP P/T SALES pos. open. WANTED: Self-motivated, outS.J. & Sunnyvale areas. Sales going team player. Will train.
exp. 55.5046./hr. Flex hrs. Call APPLY: Mon. - Fri. 10am - 4pm.
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View.
408-521-5277.

AUTO FOR SALE

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

ATTENDANT/FRAMER for disabled.
Cook, dean, heavy lifting. Valid CO.
required. 0-m4 rd 10 pm to 8 am.
and part-time. 265-1229.

SJSU BUSINESS STUDENTS
Marketing/sales positions now
available. - Send resume
and cover letter by Nov. 27.
Expansion Products Co. P.O. Box
4217 Mountain View, CA 94040.

was too afraid to till his land.
"The Macoutes are always
threatening to kill us. They send
word to us that they’ll set
voodoo
powers
on
us,"
Theodule said. The Tonton
Macoutes were the notorious
secret police that terrorized
Haiti before Aristide came to
power in 1990 elections. Their
name remains a catchword for
supporters of the military.
"Aristide returns, and I’m still
in hiding," Theodule said.

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510401-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ENTERTAINMENT
MISS YOUR SOAP?
Call the Soap Hotline at
1-900-2260906 ext. 319.
Must be 18. $1.98/min. Max 2
min/3.96. Touch Tone required.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURNiCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drivers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408) 267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first,
OR
Save Time 8. Money
and Call Us Now!
408-2466644 ask for Randy,
or page 408-951-8003 anytime!
’Can’t get away? I’ll go to you!

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

WORD PROCESSING
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA*
Term papers Group projects
Thesrs Letters Applications
*Resumes Tape transcription. et
NursIng/Math/Science/Engirsh.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects. etc. Transcription.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.
201RS PROFESSIONAL Erpedence.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408)369-8614.
HATWARDFREMONTLIMON CRY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 arn to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between
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CALL MARCIA 288-9448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Turabian MLA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
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Election: Brown trailing Wilson in Field Poll Smoking
From page 1
results) to happen as the
records and positions of the
two candidates came out.
Wilson is a mainstream Republican politician and Brown is a
big-spending, big-taxing liberal
Democrat."
Stromberg, a junior economics major, said Wilson’s philosophy of government is aligned
with Californians’.

"Pete Wilson leans more
toward the belief that government is not necessarily the solution to all our problems,"
Stromberg said.
"Kathleen Brown’s position is
that an activist government can
solve problems. I would say in
this election people want a conservative leaning government
and governor."
Stephen Van Beek, an SJSU

political science professor, said
Brown could still win, though
it would be a long shot.
But he emphasized the importance of her campaign to other
Democrats.
"Brown needs to get her message out," he said. "Even if she
loses, she might help other
Democrats running. Voters in a
midterm election need a reason
to go to the polls."

The October 1994 Field Poll
shows a complete turnaround
in the governor’s race. In
October 1993, Brown was leading 50-32 percent.
The recent poll had Brown
ahead in the Bay Area 58 percent to 33 percent and in Los
Angeles County, 47 percent to
45 percent.
Polls suggest Wilson is ahead
in the rest of the state.

Carpool: Professor pushes for carpooling
From page 1
ulatory environment is looking
at ways to encourage fewer
cars to come to campus.
Schiavo also suggests a carpool coordinating service
could easily be supplied to
students. The service would
be an addition to the automated registration students do
over the phone.
According to Schiavo, after a
student finishes registering for
classes, they would have the
option of pressing a button
that would enroll them in a
carpool information program.
The computer would match
participating students’ schedules and zip codes. A printout
with the phone numbers of
participants in the student
area would be mailed with the
student’s bill. Then students
could arrange a carpool.
Lt. Bruce Lowe, spokesman
for traffic and parking operations, said applications to submit information to Rides for
Bay Area Commuters are available to students at the traffic
and parking operations office.
These applications are used to
supply information to a cominformation
line,
muter’s
which helps commuters organize carpools.
Carpool permits are available to students for $81, the
same price as a regular corn-

muter permit. The only differ- programs they subsidize.
ence between the commuter
"I think the transit pass
and carpool permit is that the brings up a real interesting
latter can be transferred from point," Schiavo said, "and that
car to car.
is an incentive."
According to statistics from
He explained that by elimithe parking and traffic opera- nating the cost of taking the
tions, 47 of the 12,466 permits bus, cost is no longer an
sold in Spring 1990 were car- excuse not to take the bus.
pool permits.
Schiavo said there are also
That is essentially the extent incentives in other sectors of
of SJSU’s commitment to pro- society.
"We have diamoting carpooling. But there is ’Parking is a major mond lanes for
commuters,"
a campaign to
get students to problem. Anyhe said. "If you
give to charity,
consider alter- thing they could
can denative forms of
do to encourage you
duct that from
transportation
income tax. So
other than cars. people to get out
why don’t we
The transit card
of their cars is a
have any inissued to stucentives here?
dents this sem- good idea.’
It’s easy."
ester is part of
Jennifer Franklin
The lower
that campaign.
Junior psychology major
floors of the
Traffic
and
parking operations office man- parking garage are reserved
ager Marilyn Fratto, said they for faculty, but Schiavo said
have set up a number of pro- they also need to become
grams to promote alternative aware of carpooling.
"The 1,200 faculty members
transportation among stuhere have very little incentive
dents.
"The university uses money to carpool themselves," he
collected from (traffic) cita- said. "Especially when knowtions to promote alternative ing they have a place they can
transportation to and from zip in and park."
campus," Fratto said.
Schiavo said there are a
She cited the above men- number of advantages to cartioned transit card and the pooling.
Highway 17 bus fare as some
"It decreases your own costs

will appear in court. According
to the law, courts can deny bail
to suspects who are accused of
certain offenses:
A crime punishable by the
death penalty.
A felony where the accused
has threatened another person
and the court believes that the
accused would carry out the
threat if released from jail.
A felony charge where the
court believes the release of the
accused would result in harm
to others.
Proposition 189 would include any felony sexual assault
charge to this list of bail exceptions. Examples of felony sexual
assault are rape and child
molestation.
Proposition 189 was originally introduced into the state legislature as a constitutional
amendment, where it passed
both the Assembly and Senate
unanimously, Bustamante said.
"In order to amend the constitution, which is required to add
to the judge’s authority," he
said. "the measure needs to be
brought to a vote of the people."
But the opposition is attacking the proposition as something that is not needed, calling
it an attempt by politicians to
get more votes.
"No one wants dangerous
sexual predators loose in our
neighborhoods," said Mark
Valverde, San Francisco Liber-

tarian Party secretary, "but
Proposition 189 is a redundant
and blatant attempt by spineless politicians to grandstand
on the crime issue."
Valverde said judges already
have the power to deny bail to
anyone charged with sexual
assault He claims the proposition will cost taxpayer money
to keep more people in jail
before their trial and deny
courts some bail money.
"But the
real
danger,"
Valverde added, "is that this
measure would weaken presumption of innocence and
judicial discretion, crowd jails
with people charged, but not
convicted, of consensual sexual
activity or persons falsely
accused of ill-defined crimes
such as date rape."
Bustamante said judges can
deny bail to those accused of a
capital crimes, but there are
loopholes in the law with
regard to sexual deviants.
"No civil liberties would be
harmed," Bustamante says.
"The judge would still be
required to provide clear and
convincing evidence that the
person is a danger to society
(before denying bail)."
Bustamante pointed to statistics showing that 30 percent of
sexual offenders will prey upon
another victim within two years
of their release.
"Our judges should have the
discretion to deny bail to these
predators," he said.

Death: Nursing
From page 1
morning, at San Jose Medical
Center from multiple traumatic
injuries resulting from her fall,
the County Coroner’s Office said.
"We are treating this as a suicide," Quezada said.
There is no apparent motive
why Tieu, a third semester nursing major, would have taken her
life, Quezada said.

r-

of getting wherever you are
going, and the time you are
not at the steering wheel you
can use looking over your
notes or getting your mind
calmed down for an exam."
Beyond that, Schiavo mentioned carpooling reduces the
consumption of energy, produces less pollution, reduces
wear on the roads, and helps
relieve traffic congestion.
"Also, if you could put three
or four students (who would
normally drive) in one car, it’s
as though the parking garage
is three times bigger than it
really is," he said.
"I think it is a good idea," said
psychology junior Jennifer
Franklin. "Parking is a major
problem. Anything they could
do to encourage people to get
out of their cars is a good idea."
Sophomore Brian Ferraro
said that he thinks the idea
would get more people to carpool. "Then there would be
less traffic around here and
save a lot of hassle," he said.
Ferraro said he would be
more willing to carpool with the
incentives in Schiavo’s idea.
"I just think that we are pretty old-fashioned when it
comes to recognizing the innovations and pretty straightforward logic that tells you it’s
not hard to get cars off the
road," Schiavo said.

From page 1
"We want to help people
develop their musical skills or
have a chance to do music
making," said David Williams,
executive director of National
Music Expo.
With a computer, people can
play the piano and the chords
will appear on the screen. If
they want to compose, they can
score and edit a composition
and fax a printed sheet of music
to Europe, Williams said.
"Students will be dazzled by
what they see," said Ned
Torney, consultant to the
school of music and editor of
"Improvised Music Studies
Journal."
"The multimedia synthesis of
arts, music, video and computer technology allows complete
interaction, transcending classroom barriers," he said.
"Students will attend classes
via computer using modems
and Internet."
They will be studying the last
5,000 years of music from
around the world, and the traditions, religions and cultural
overtones surrounding that
music as well, he said.
As it is now, song writers,
registered for a computer
marketing service, can send
their music to 1,000 companies
and all major record companies, he said.
Thomas Dolby, solo artist
and keyboardlst, will demon-

student dies from fall

However, Judy, who is also an
SJSU nursing major, said Tieu
was having problems in school.
"She was feeling a lot of pressure to do well in school," Tieu
said. "The (nursing) program is
very strict. She would spend
day and night studying, listening to lectures and tapes."
"She was always very happy
before she got into the nursing

program," she said "Lately she
had been feeling very lonely.
She wanted to get rid of all the
pressure she was under."
"We are deeply concerned
and saddened by her death,"
nursing school director Bobbye
Gorenberg said.
lieu was buried at the Oak
Hill Memorial Park and Funeral
Home Tuesday.

months," Battle said. "Others
eventually learn to quit over
time. Some people can quit up
to 20 times before finally stopping. Our classes provide a fun
way of helping students at all
stages of quitting."
The Health Center’s smoking
cessation classes are held at
least once a semester, with
more added upon demand.
Registration deadline for this
semester’s classes is Friday,
Nov. 4.

MR. FRATERNITY
1994
Presented by Alpha Onnticron Pi
to benefit

Arthritis Research
Thursday, Nov. 3, 1994
Student Union Ball f00111
Tickets $4.00 $3.00 w/ T-shirt
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From page 1
ter’s session, 50 percent of the
students quit smoking, but the
other half actually increased,"
Battle said. "It wasn’t until the
following semester that I
learned that half of those that
actually increased finally quit."
Battle said since smoking is a
physiological, psychological
and sociological behavior, most
people quit at different times.
"Some people can quit cold
turkey, some can quit in a few

an evening with
strate how he uses a Macintosh
computer to produce and compose music. He has his his own
multimedia company called
"Headspace."
The show will have an array
of musical instruments from the
low-end to high-end price range
for any kind of musician,
Williams said.
Master guitar technician Jack
Schwarz will teach people how
to keep their electric guitar in
top working order. Steve Bailey
will demonstrate his prowess
on the fretless bass and Robin
DiMaggi will show the latest
drum techniques from jazz to
rap.
"It’s big," Williams said. "It’s
the proverbial tiger by the tail."

John
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[ PHOTO EDITOR ]
Monique Schoenfeld
You’re walking down the
street with your girlfriend, holding
hands and sharing moments.
You’re having your normal good
time and not thinking twice about
anything.
You enjoy your moment
together, concentrating on her
every feature: her smile, her eyes,
the little dimples that develop
when she laughs at your every little joke.
The rest of the world means
nothing to either of you. Then it
happens. For some unknown reason you begin to notice outside
stimuli.
You feel people’s eyes watching your every move, every
nuance. People are treating the
two of you different than you’re
accustomed to.
No, you don’t have food stuck
between
your teeth.
You don’t
have one of
those toilet
seat protector things
attached to
the back of
your pants.
Like a
slap in the
face, you
realize what’s happening. The
cruel reality of the situation has
come crashing into your once
beautiful Eden.
It’s because your girlfriend is
black and you’re white, or she’s
Asian and you’re white, or whatever combination fathomable.
In my case, it was because my
now ex -girlfriend was a WASP
(white Anglo-Saxon Protestant)
and I’m an ABC (American -born
Chinese). What’s so unusual about
that, you say?
You got me. I never could
understand why people find it so
unusual for two people of different nationalities to be attracted to
one another. I’m the one going
out with this girl. Why should anyone else care?
No one should care. Love
transcends everything, especially
something as trivial and closed minded as being in an interracial
relationship.
But there are still those who
are unwilling to accept it I almost
exploded when I experienced this
type of discrimination myself. The
host of the restaurant did his best
to ignore us without making it
seem like he did. Granted, we

were young and young people always
seem to be ignored, but we were
patrons in an establishment that is
supposed to serve us in an appropriate manner.
After the host tested my patience
for almost 30 minutes, I erupted. I
stood up with as much masculinity as
I could muster and confronted the
host.
We stood there nose-to-nose, in
a Western -style stare -down. I was
about to lecture him like my mother
always did to me, when I realized I
would probably look more foolish
than him if I started in a tantrum -like
yell.
In a split second of contemplation, I decided that cooler heads
would prevail, and calmly spurted out,
"Is our table ready?"
I decided intolerance and closemindedness such as his wouldn’t be

Love transcends
everything, especially
something as trivial
and closed-minded
as being in an interracial relationship.
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swayed by a 30 -second lecture from
me. Lecturing him won’t do me any
good. To the people around us, I
would be the one who would look
like a ranting lunatic.
It’s easy in a situation such as this
to just get on your soapbox and start
preaching, but what good will it do?
Live your life according to your rules
that’s what I learned from this situation.
Treat people, like the one I
encountered, like someone who’s stupid. Don’t try to educate them, just
feel sorry for them.
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Come Raise A Glass
After Class
Featured beer of the week:
When we look around us we see
African -Americans, whites, Asians and
Hispanics who make our world spin. For
most of us, racism is another thing we see
on a daily basis.
As if we didn’t have enough troubles
to solve, now our society has to deal with
supremacy groups. They say they want to
preserve their culture and heritage and

text by Cindy Trotter
matter what color they are, where they were
born or what they look like should come between
that love.
I see right through the color of my boyfriend
despite his Filipino descent. I’m not concerned
with the looks we get, when we get them or
what others believe. I just know
I’m proud of who I am and who
he is and happy that I’ve found
someone to share my life with.
We all have a common
link among us. This includes
crime. Certainly, we don’t like to
be mugged or robbed. We hate
drugs and what they do to the
ones we love, and we hate to
see women and the elderly being
violated.
We need to find what commonly joins us and not what divides and conquers us. It’s the criminals we should fight
against, not people of different races.
We live in America and it’s built on the fact
that it encompasses all races, all creeds and all
colors.

I believe if you love
someone enough, then
no matter what color
they are, where they
were born or what they
look like should come
between that love.
hate to see interracial couples together.
A lot of people in these groups are
proud of who they are, but believe they are
hurt in this society and need to get back
what has been taken away.
It seems to me supremacy groups like
the Ku Klux Klan and skinheads want to
preserve their heritage and will stop at
nothing to succeed. I find there is nothing
wrong with cultural pride, but when they
start to kill and destroy other human lives,
the line has to be drawn.
I’m all for people who believe in their
race and are proud of who they are and
what culture and nationality they belong
to. But I also know this is a free country that
belongs to everyone. If people wants to go outside
their own race to marry, then that is their business
and no one else’s.
Throughout history, racism has caused the
world untold misery, hatred and destruction for all
mankind. Adolf Hitler masterminded the mass
murder of hundreds of thousands of Jews because
he believed the Aryan race was the supreme race.
It’s not, and we should all be able to live together
without this type of hatred.
Curtis Shwa, the founder of the Guardian
Angels, says culturally this hatred and madness is
spreading among the youth of today. It’s a fear of
the changing way of life, crime and the loss of
quality of life.
Racism is a pool of trouble brewing in our
society today, and the hatred is seeping into our
children.
I believe if you love someone enough, then no
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A elanie Keaney-Chavez, 20,
IV I has changed her name
legally to reflect who she is.
Her physical appearance
red hair, green eyes and light
represent her
complexion
Irish -American father.
But Chavez, her mother’s
maiden name, represents what
culture Keaney-Chavez most
indentifies with: MexicanAmerican.
"People just assume that I
am white. I am. That is fine. But
my name is an acknowledgement of my Mexican -American
(heritage)," says Keaney-Chavez,
who first got approval from her
father before she changed her
name
"If no one cares about race,
then it wouldn’t be as important.
I am trying to view things from a
global view and try to get away
from race," says Keaney-Chavez.
But in reality it becomes an issue

)bob) by Jeremy Hogan

of politics and society
Keaney-Chavez has had a lot of difficulties dealing with being two ethnicities.
So much of the Mexican-American
culture has been acculturated by
Caucasians that there becomes an inner
conflict with Keaney-Chavez.
"A part of me hates ’White America’
because of what has happened to
Mexican -Americans throughout history,
but at the same time, I am a part of that
culture," she says.
Keaney-Chavez believes people will
feel most comfortable with other people
like them, but she feels she can’t belong to
either culture.
Predominantly influenced by her
Mexican-American culture, she feels she
has lost her Irish heritage.
"Being two different cultures, I am
always pulled towards the Latina side, but I
am losing out on the other," she says.
The one part of Keaney-Chavez’s life
that brings her two cultures together is her
religion.
Mexican-Americans and Irish-

yvette Caldwell, 20, is Philipino, African-American
and Blackfoot Indian, a unique combination of
three minority groups.
"I am a double minority, which makes me strive a
little harder to become something in life," says
Caldwell, a communications major.

[ 4 I
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The United States consists of a diverse
population, usually categorized by their
black, white, red, yellow.
racial color
What about the number of people who
are a mixture of these colors?
Most consider being bicultural or multicultural as traits that help keep an open
mind. They take advantage of the cultures
by using their outlets to learn about their
cultures by celebrating the different holidays
and enjoying the different foods.

Americans are both strongly Roman-Catholic.
Although Keaney-Chavez has changed her
religion to Protestant for personal reasons, she
has many fond memories of Catholic ceremonies
like First Communion, Baptism and Confirmation.

Caldwell’s Filipino-American mother and
African-American and Native American father
divorced when she was in fourth grade. Caldwell
was raised by her mother and her only AfricanAmerican influence came through her friends at
school.
The usual animosity between any two cultures
seems contradictory to Caldwell because she is the
product of cultures that are not likely to come
together.

Others believe they have nothing to
grasp onto They feel split right down the
middle. They have experienced the uncomfortable circumstances and racial prejudice
from members of their two cultures and
sometimes their families.
Four young women have dealt with
some of the problems of being multi -ethnic.
But along with the problems are the joys of
family life and the discovery of culture

Are there any advantages of belonging to
two cultures? After a long pause, "No, I don’t
think that there are, except for one being
white in appearance in a racist society. But that
isn’t a real advantage," she says.

"People look at me and think
that I am African -American and
Native American, but the last
thing on their minds is Filipino,"
says Caldwell, who has a bronze
complexion and long, brown,
curly hair. Some even think she is
Latin. Very seldom will she pass
for being just African-American
and never is she asked about
being Filipino, the culture she
grew up with.
"For a while during high
school I was denying my mother’s
side. People in high school would
say that the black is too dominant. It was hard to explain to a
person that you can be both,"
Caldwell says.
Until she came to college,
where Caldwell believes people
are older and more accepting, she
says it was difficult to be from
two worlds.
"I have never had as many
African-American friends as I have
had in college. They teach me my
background and they make their
comments about being Filipino.
But I let it go because I don’t
understand a lot of it. I keep
learning though," Caldwell says.
It is difficult for Caldwell
because as much as she looks
African -American, she knows only
Filipino.
Caldwell and her father were
very close. After her parents

divorced, she wanted to live with
her father, who died this semester. Her mother gained custody,
but Caldwell still maintained a
close relationship with him.
Her mother’s grandparents
unsuccessfully tried to split her
parents early in their relationship
by sending her mother to Hawaii
and later her father into the military, but it didn’t work.
Caldwell understands her
grandparents’ reluctance to
accept an African-American man
in their lives because of their
stereotypical image of AfricanAmericans as possessing outgoing
and aggressive personalities.
Although there was tension
between the family, Caldwell has
maintained a good relationship
with her grandparents.
Caldwell has also maintained
a good relationship with her
mother, save for their conflicting
ideals.
"She is very proud of us
(Caldwell and her sister) and
introduces us as her daughters
first," Caldwell says.
Caldwell saw that same prejudice not only in her Filipino side,
but also with her daily activities
with Caucasians, and in some
instances even African -Americans
"I can’t understand how
people can be so cruel," Caldwell
says.

Valene Dickson, 22, was raised by her Caucasian
V mother in Alaska and has had no contact with
her African-American father since she was 2 -yearsold
"I don’t look black or white. But I can identify
a little stronger with the African -American side,"
says Dickson, a journalism major.
She moved from Alaska to the Bay Area when
she was 14-years-old.
"I died the first two years because nobody
talked the way I talked. In Alaska, I listened to
AC/DC and didn’t know who Run DMC or Kool
Moe Dee were. I had a hard time relating with
African-Americans," Dickson says.
During her sophomore year in high school,
Dickson immersed herself into her black culture by
becoming vice president of the Black Student
Union and reading African -American literature she
didn’t have in Alaska.
At San Jose State University, Dickson is a
member of the BSU, Striving Black Brothers and
Sisters, and African-American Month Planning
Committee.
"I have put my African-American culture in a
more dominant spot and delegated (my Caucasian
culture) to a secondary position," Dickson says.
Although Dickson has taken a good hold of
the African -American culture, she has seen the
benefits in her biculturalism.
"I am not as caught up in the color lines

view the world
"I can’t help but look at
things, like the L A riots, from
two different perspectives,"
Dickson says
There is a third perspective
that she approaches at times,
which she calls the human perspective In the case of the Los
Angeles riots, the perspective is
"Why is this happening in the first
place?"
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Sandy Bac Or
C andy Bacher, 26, feels lucky to to be ethnically mixed.
J She is Japanese and German.
"It (bicultural) helps to be open-minded. I can see
things in two different views and then make an opinion,"
says Bacher, a SJSU graduate in liberal studies.
As a whole, though, Bacher sees herself as American.
Bacher says Japanese, Mexicans or Germans who live
in America will lose a little bit of their culture because the
United States has its own culture.
Bacher has dealt with the prejudices of minorities not
so much toward herself, but toward her friends who are
also of mixed ethnicities.
It is hard when a certain group, all-white for example, makes racist remarks, Bacher says.
Even if it is not toward her own ethnicity, it represents her circle of friends, she says. "They just can’t open
their eyes and see their remarks are wrong," Bacher says.
Bacher says she has to deal with stereotypes about
other races from her extended family, who lives in
Wisconsin.
"We have a better mixture here on the West Coast,
so I am not feeling the way they’re feeling. It wouldn’t
make me not love them, but I have no respect for that
way of thinking," she says.
One stereotype was broken with Bacher’s mom.
Her father’s family got to know her mom and saw
how happy he was with her. In fact, her mother introduced different things to the meat-and-potatoes family in
Wisconsin.
Bacher’s uncle, who would’ve never tried Chinese or
Japanese food, tasted Bacher’s mother’s cooking and
became addicted.
Bacher hasn’t had too much influence from the
German side of her family except from her grandparents
in Wisconsin, where there are not as many Asians and
Hispanics and more distinctions between European Americans.
The good thing about being bicultural for Bacher is
being able to look and try to pick out the good things
from both cultures and incorporate them into her
lifestyle.

because I can’t see in black or
white I see where things can
overlap," Dickson says
Dickson’s African -American
friends and Caucasian family will
stereotype each other, she says
"The stereotypes are hard
because I am breaking the stereotype I am here because someone
had to have gotten along,"
Dickson says
Dickson believes culture has
something to do with how you
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Bacher has learned much about Japanese
culture through judo, a Japanese martial art.
She is on the SJSU team and has traveled to
Japan many times for tournaments.
Bacher has also celebrated many Asian
festivals in Seattle, where she grew up.
The best is the Bonodori festival held outside the Buddhist church in Seattle, she says.
"We would go every year. My mother
would dress me in my kimono," Bacher says.
"The Asian cultures seem a little more different, more interesting (compared to the
Caucasian cultures)," Bacher says.
Although the differences between individual European countries are distinguishable,
the culture can get mixed together. The consequence is having a European culture mixed in
with the term, "white," she says.
Bacher’s brother, Jimmy, isn’t as interested in Japanese culture.
"He can hardly use chopsticks," Bacher
says. "It drives me nuts."
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INTERRACIAL LOVE
IS
text by

Nancie Gruber

photos by

Marcio Jose Sanchez

The year was 1958. On a July night in Central Point, Va.,
Mildred and Richard Loving were asleep in their bed when
three policemen came through the unlocked front door of
their home, walked into their bedroom and arrested the couple for "unlawful cohabitation."
they were married.
No, the Lovings weren’t living in sin
The only "sin" they committed was falling in love with someone of another race. Richard Loving was Caucasian and
Mildred Loving was African-American. Under Virginia’s laws,
their marriage was considered a felony offense.
The Lovings spent five days in the county jail
and eventually agreed to move out of the state for
at least 25 years in exchange for a suspended sentence.
This was the prevailing atmosphere in 16 states
(including California) when the Lovings successfully
challenged Virginia’s anti -miscegenation law. Their
case went to the U.S. Supreme Court, which ruled

in 1967 that laws barring interracial marriage were
unconstitutional.
Despite the fact that interracial marriage has
been legal for almost 30 years, some couples still
face societal pressure and disapproval. According to
Wendy Ng, "It’s difficult because on the one hand,
society wants to appear open and accepting of multiracial couples, and on the other hand, there’s a

long-standing tradition of not being open to them." Ng, an assistant professor of Asian -American studies and sociology, teaches a
class on racial and ethnic relations.
But if today’s interracial couples at San Jose State University
are an example, the intolerant societal attitudes faced by mixed race couples a generation ago have changed at least in the
Bay Area. Although some vestiges of the past remain, SJSU’s
interracial couples seem to face few of the obstades encountered
by their predecessors.
Sharon Jennings, an SJSU Radio, Television and Film junior,
and lateen Parekh, a May ’94 electrical engineering graduate of
SJSU, have been together since March. Parekh was born in the
United States, but his parents are from India. Jennings is
Caucasian.
A common interest in music first drew them together.
Jennings is the alternative music director at KSJS and Parekh was
a disc jockey at the station during his final semester.
Both had other interracial relationships before meeting each
other, so neither really had to consider the possible consequences.
"I didn’t have to think of the consequences because my parents were already open-minded. To me, it wasn’t a consequence.
It was more of an opportunity to learn about another culture,"
Jennings says. She doesn’t see mixed -race dating as an interracial
relationship, but merely as a human relationship, she says.
"There’s more benefit to opening your mind and going out
with different types of people," Parekh says.
Parekh’s parents, who have lived
in the United States for
more than 25 years, have
always wanted him to setIt was reported that
tle down with a woman
the 1990 census
from India, but after they
showed about 1.1
meet the woman he is datmillion interracial
ing and like her, race and
couples, more than
culture are not an issue, he
triple the 321,000
says. In fact, Parekh says
he generally has dated
identified in 1970.
white women.
Wall Street Journal,
"They say all they’re
May 9, 1994
concerned about is my

FACT:

Sharon Jennings dances to the music during her Monday night radio show at KSJS. Jennings
met Jateen Parekh last semester when he was also a DJ at KSJS. Their mutual love of music
is what brought the couple together seven months ago.
[ 6 ]
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ABOVE: SJSU student Sharon Jennings and her boyfriend Jateen Parekh hang out at
Almaden Billiards in San Jose on a late Saturday night. Society’s reaction to their interracial
relationship is unimportant to them. "I guess some people would choose not to interact or
meet with us," Jennings says, "But that’s their loss."
LEFT: Jennings and Parekh both have busy schedules, but on occasional weeknights, they
escape to San Francisco to experience the alternative club scene at places like the The
House of Usher.

Hedgpeth is Caucasian.
. My parents are pretty open about it," he says.
Hedgpeth is a civil engineering major at SJSU, and Tanikawa
ty’s reaction to their dating is unimportant to them,
graduated from UCLA a year ago with a degree in computer
ays.
engineering. They met four years ago on a cruise to Mexico.
ass there could be consequences in that maybe some
Tanikawa had been involved in interracial relationships
>uld choose not to interact with us or meet us, but
before and had no concerns about the possible consequences of
r loss. They’re not people I want to converse with anydating a white man.
says.
"I didn’t really think about it. All my Asian friends
(ample, a few months ago,
’It’s difficult because
date Caucasian men. It’s real common," she says.
vas talking with an acquainon the one hand,
Tanikawa’s parents would have preferred for her to
n a mixed-race couple
marry a Japanese man before she became involved
The acquaintance, who is
society wants to
with Hedgpeth, she says. But it doesn’t matter to them
Atith an Aryan group, made
appear open and
now.
araging remarks about
"My parents love him. They know we’re going to
.00d."
accepting of
get married, and they’re real happy," she says.
n’t even tell him I was going
multiracial couples,
The relationship is Hedgpeth’s first interracial
omeone of another race,"
romance. He says at first he didn’t think about any
ays. "I didn’t want to sit
and on the other
consequences in getting involved with someone of a
argue with him for hours
hand, there’s a long- different race.
he is wrong. He’s not a
then I was kind of worried, because I didn’t
ited person."
standing tradition of know"Buthow
my parents would be with it." As it turned
lgs says she doesn’t want
out, "it wasn’t any big deal at all," he says.
not being open to
re with the man.
Not all of Hedgpeth’s family was quite as accepting
...st disheartening to see
them.’
as his parents though. After one of his uncles met
ike that," she says.
Tanikawa, he told Hedgpeth he believed in "allh and Jennings have also
Wendy Ng, SJSU
American" couples.
Tithe "typical look," which
assistant professor of
Tanikawa sensed the disapproval. She told
*scribes as one that says,
Asian American studies Hedgpeth, "Your uncle is prejudiced because I know
J know your culture? Don’t
the look."
you’re not supposed to mix
and sociology
Hedgpeth says his uncle had to get to know
Tanikawa before he could accept the relationship. "But
Dugh there are still some
when he got to know her, he really liked her a lot," he says.
ho oppose interracial relationships, actions can also be
The couple’s relationship has aroused little public reaction,
reed. Once, when Parekh and Jennings were at a
they say.
t and didn’t get served right away, they first thought it
Some people have stared at Tanikawa, Hedgpeth says. His
ise the restaurant staff didn’t like interracial couples.
reaction was simply to stare back at them.
le restaurant was really busy. Jennings says.
"I just thought they were more ignorant than anything else,"
were just assuming because we’ve been conditioned by
he says.
assume something like that
The only other response the couple has gotten came from a
iennings and Parekh, Tim Hedgpeth and Dione
few of Tanikawa’s Asian male friends, "who want to know why I
say they haven’t encountered much disapproval regardgo out with a white guy," she says. She isn’t too concerned
Tanikawa is Japanese-American and

about their opinions because the men are not close friends of
hers.
"Chanakya" and "Ann," however, are concerned about the
reaction to their relationship if it becomes public too soon. They
have asked not to be identified by their real names.
Ann is Caucasian and Chanakya is a native of India. He is an
SJSU business administration senior, and she is a human performance senior. They met at the Student Union and have been dating about six months.
Although Chanakya’s parents
don’t live in this country, he
has family in San Jose. He
says the reason he doesn’t
want his parents to know
45 percent
about Ann yet is because
of SJSU students said
they sent him here for an
they would prefer to
education, and they want
him to concentrate strictly
marry someone of
on school.
their own race or
But when the time is
ethnic group or have
right, Chanakya wants to
their child do the
tell his parents about her
same.
himself.
"I don’t think my parSpring ’91 SJSU Race
Relations Survey
ents would disapprove of
Ann. They just don’t want
me to have a relationship at
a stage in my life when I
have different priorities,"
37 percent
he says.
Keeping their relationof SJSU students said
ship from Chanakya’s parmembers of their
ents bothers Ann. It makes
family would disapher feel as if she and his
prove if they married
parents are both missing
someone of a differout, she says.
ent race or ethnic
"He’s involved with
group.
my life, but there are parts
of his life that I can’t get
Spring ’91 SJSU Race
Relations Survey

FACT:

FACT:

continued on page II
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Icontinued
from page 1
involved with," she says. "I’d like them to know
something about me."
Chanakya says his parents probably wouldn’t
object to the relationship once he has finished
school. But whatever their reaction, it wouldn’t
change his feelings for Ann, he says.
"I just feel that it’s not going to accomplish
anything by making waves right now.
Ann’s parents, who are divorced, have had
different reactions to the relationship. Her mother
approves, but her Catholic father is concerned
about religious differences, Ann says.
She and her father haven’t yet resolved the
it comes up every time she sees him, Ann
issue
says.
Although some parents still have trouble
accepting the fact that their children are involved
in an interracial relationship, friends are usually
supportive. But not always.
After hearing that Ann was dating a man
from India, one of her friends immediately stereotyped Chanakya by saying, "Indian guys are this,
this and this, Ann says. She was surprised
because the friend is involved in an interracial
romance herself.
"She’s the last person I would have expected
it from," Ann says.
Chanakya says, "I’ve heard the flip side of
that, too, from Indian people." They say, "She’s
white. Have your fun, but remember where
you’re going back to."
He doesn’t bother arguing with them. "I
don’t feel the need to explain my relationship,"
he says.
Like the other couples, Chanakya and Ann
get the proverbial "second look" from a few
strangers.
"Sometimes guys look twice, but I don’t
know what they’re looking at," Ann says. She

wonders what they’re thinking.
"I think other men are jealous," Chanakya says, laughing.
"Jeff," who does not want to be identified because of
possible repercussions, is an African-American sociology senior
at SJSU. His ex-girlfriend, who is from India, was an art major at
SJSU. She graduated last year.
After a three-year relationship, the couple split up in
January because they were at different points in their lives, Jeff
says. "We were always fighting and bickering."
Although his family had no objections to their relationship,

Source: Spring ’91 SJSU
Race Relations Survey
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The 745 respondents used
in this survey were enrolled
in classes randomly selected from the Spring ’91
Schedule of Classes. 54
percent of the sample surveyed were white, 21 percent were Asian, 11 percent
were Hispanic, and 9 percent were black. The ages
ranged from 18 to 65 years
old, with a median age of
22. Fifty-one percent of the
respondents were female,
and 49 percent were male.

the long-standing Indian custom of prearranged marriage contributed to the break-up. Her family continually introduced her
to men from India, hoping she would want to marry one of
them, Jeff says.
"They wanted a prearranged marriage so she would be
financially taken care of the rest of her life."
Jeff says race was not the issue in their break-up. It was
"custom more than anything else," he says.

has had an intimate relationship...

MORE FACTS:
These graphs represent the percentages
of 5.15U students who
reported that they
have had a romantic
or intimate/sexual (or
marital) relationship
with either a white,
black, Hispanic or
Asian person.

SJSU civil engineering student Tim Hedgepeth and girlfrie nd Dione Tanikawa eat dinner at Grandes Pizzaria
before going to a soccer game. They haven’t experienced any major public reaction to their interracial relationship.
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He has dated women of
other races before and says he
will continue to do so. Excluding
people of other races means
rejecting "a lot of people who
are interesting or people you
may be compatible with," he
says.
Although all of these couples have encountered a relatively small amount of opposition,
living in the Bay Area may have
something to do with that. They
all realize the Bay Area’s acceptance of miscegenation is not

’I didn’t have to
think of the consequences
because my parents were already
open-minded. To
me, it (an interracial relationship)
wasn’t a consequence. It was
more of an
opportunity to
learn about
another culture.’
Sharon Jennings,
SJSU RTVF junior

necessarily indicative of all of
California, nor is California
indicative of the attitude of the
rest of the nation.
Jennings and Parekh worry
about traveling to the South and
Midwest because of old attitudes
and the lack of diversity in those
areas, they say.
"In certain parts of the
country, there would be serious
problems," Jennings says.
Whatever the future holds
for interracial couples in
California and elsewhere, the
changes in society during the last
30 years have made a difference.
How much race will affect
these relationships remains to be
seen.
"Race should not be the
factor that holds the relationship
together, nor should race be the
factor that pulls it apart. Yet race
is the factor that people look at
and will see first, and people will
have to deal with that reality,"
Ng says.
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text by Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
A middle-class African American male and his middleclass Italian -American lover are
at a predominantly African American restaurant, waiting to
be served. When the waitress, an
African-American female, finally
waits on them, she berates the
male for being with a white lady.
While this scene may seem
very real, it is from a movie
Spike Lee’s "Jungle Fever." It is
one movie in a small crop of
motion pictures and television
programs that has tried to deal
with the sensitive issue of interracial romance between African Americans and whites.
Dr. Azmy Ibrahim, a San
Jose State University professor of
sociology who teaches a class on
television and society, says the
height of the discussion on this
kind of racial integration came in
the ’605 when the civil rights
movement became indignant
about how Hollywood and television portrayed African Americans. That added with the
"love" movement, helped pave
the way for at least some media
reflection.
Although the first movie to
deal with interracial sex was
1957’s "Island," which featured
two mixed couples, the big
breakthrough came in 1967 with
"Guess Who’s Coming To
Dinner." Starring Sidney Poitier,
already a popular African American actor at the time, it
was the first movie to introduce
the subject of interracial marriage.
In the ’705, with some of
the taboo guard down, it was all
about interracial sex. Movies like
"Mandingo," "The Great White
Hope" and "Mahogany," were
filled with erotic sex between
blacks and whites of both genders.
Even O.J. Simpson, who has
had similar real -life experiences,
made a movie with Elizabeth
Montgomery of "Bewitched"
fame.
In the ’80s, interracial
romances were a lost art. Now
they have returned with a passion.
"Love Field," "Corrina,
Corrina," "Made In America"
and "Foreign Student" are just a
few selections in an ever-growing genre.
With television, the subject
hasn’t been as easy to discuss.

’These movies (about interracial couples) should teach the
undecided that there are
other options out there. If
you’re open-minded and
young enough, you can learn
the skin is different, but the
body parts work the same.’
Bob Rucker,
SJSU professor of journalism
Although the popular ’70s
show "The Jeffersons" was the
first network prime time show to
feature an interracial married
couple, it wasn’t until the ’905
when the subject of interracial
relationships has come back.
One popular prime time sitcom that features a mixed couple is "Blossom," where
Blossom’s older brother and an
African-American woman accidentally married in a drunken
stupor. Even after they found
out what they did, they have
decided to stay married.
Another show attempting
to travel down the mixed -race
road, is "Picket Fences," where a
black prosecutor has fallen in
love with a white female police
officer.
Bob Rucker, an SJSU broadcast journalism professor, whose
minorities in the media class regularly discusses similar topics,
believes these movies and television shows can serve a purpose.
"Buying it (the interracial
couple’s love) is one thing," he
says. "If there is no other level of
connection outside of color for
the characters, then we won’t
buy the relationship.
"Changing our way of
thinking or reinforcing our
stereotypes is another thing.
"These movies should teach
the undecided that there are
other options out there. If you’re
open-minded and young
enough, you can learn the skin is
different, but the body parts
work the same," he says.
"Hollywood has to be careful though," Rucker says. "It has
to make sure not to show that
interracial marriages are too difficult or too perfect."

Ibrahim would agree, but
for interracial romance movies
and television shows to be effective, he says there needs to more
of them.
"One movie every 10 years
is not enough," he says.
Ibrahim believes the main

thing holding back both industries from exploring this genre is
"that they are concerned with
making money Television execu
tives say ’stereotyping makes
money. We are not social
reformers," he says
Ibrahim believes television
doesn’t know its teaching potential.
"It is the most powerful
socializing agency in the nation,"
he says.
Rucker agrees "I think
movies and televison are supposed to take us into unchartered waters."
Television and movies can’l
overcome this "taboo" on their
own though. Society must
change
"The only way to get rid of
stereotyping is through integration. The most important aspect
of integration is intermarriage,"
Ibrahim says. "Once we have
that we lose discrimination "
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Jeff Anderson
(left) and Brian
O’Halloran
(right) of Kevin
Smith’s
"clerks."

’CLERKS’
SOUNDTRACK
Irorn Matthew Tom

’CLERKS’: Too Much Talk
Not Enough Stock
a review by Kevin Valine

As jobs go, a convenience
store clerk is at the bottom of
the economic food chain.
Working in a convenience store
is the fashion equivalent of wearing polyester.
Therefore, it makes perfect
sense that "Clerks," a comedy
about working in a New Jersey
Quick Stop, was shot in black
and white and on a minuscule
budget of $27,000.
"Clerks" is as low-budget as
a convenience store. And while
writer/director Kevin Smith
who based the movie on his four
years of employment in a Quick
Stop makes a good try, the
movie is as satisfying as a Big
Gulp that’s gone flat.
"Clerks" is a look at one day
in the life of Dante Hicks (Brian
O’Halloran), a 22 -year-old clerk
in a Quick Stop in suburban New
Jersey and his best friend Randal
(Jeff Anderson) who works in the
video store attached to the Quick
Stop.
Dante has a day in hell
everything that could go wrong
does. First, he is called into work
on his day off. During his shift,
Dante rings up customers who
look as if they belong in a John
Waters movie.
There is the customer who
has to look at every egg until he
finds the perfect one. And there
is the housewife in polyester
slacks who looks at every gallon
of milk until she finds the one
[JO
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with the latest expiration date
The worst customer is the
geezer who asks to use the bathroom, which, as we know from
real-life experience, is a definite
no-no. But because Dante has a
heart as soft as Hostess Twinkles,
he says yes.
Dante comes to regret his
act of kindness when the customer dies while sitting on the
toilet during an embarrassing
moment.
But that’s not the worst of
Dante’s day.
Dante’s girlfriend, Veronica
(Marilyn Ghigliotti), breaks up
with him because of some misguided advice from Randal.
If Dante’s heart is full of
Twinkies, Randal’s is full of milk
sour.
past its expiration date
Randal never quite grasps
the work ethic. Not only does he
open and close the video store
when he feels like it, he spends
most of his workday in the Quick
Stop insulting Dante’s customers.
Randal’s motto is that his
job title video store clerk
shouldn’t dictate his behavior. So
he spits in the face of one customer and orders pornographic
movies over the phone while a
customer and her young daughter listen with mouths agape
"Clerks" has a few genuinely funny moments, but for the
most part, the humor is juvenile
and not even up to the level of
Crackea Magazine the sick
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humor reading material of choice for the
preteen set.
Another problem is the movie is told
through Dante’s and Randal’s points of
view. All the other characters are only
foils to Dante and Randal and aren’t fully
developed.
"Clerks" is 23 -year-old Smith’s
movie debut. It’s a major accomplishment that, without any Hollywood connections, Smith made a movie with a
cast of unknowns.
If you decide to see the movie, see it
for that reason and not for what is on
the screen.

/REVIEW:
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Clerks
Starring: Brian O’Halloran, Jeff
Anderson, Marilyn Ghigliotti, Lisa
Spoonauer, Jason Mewes, Kevin
Smith
Writer/Director: Kevin Smith
Rated: R
The reviews are the opinions of the writers, kinda like the Opinion page, and
does not necessarily reflect those of the
Spartan Daily management and staff.

It’s both good and bad.
"What!?" you say. That’s
right, the soundtrack to the
movie "Clerks," can either
be astonishingly good with
lots of energy or downright
awful with garbled lyrics and
music.
It depends on how you
listen to it. Personally, I
made two mistakes when
trying to review this album.
First of all, I tried listening to this album on a
cheap, old box that made
almost every word practically
unintelligable and made the
music sound like a series of
thumps and growls. This
isn’t to say you need some
stereo system that

approachs the cost of a college education.
But you do need a relatively well-sounding stereo
system in order to enjoy the
energy in songs like
"Clerks" by Love Among
Freaks and "Violent Mood
Swings (Thread Mix)" by
Stabbing Westward.
The punk/grunge style
in these two songs, and really throughout the entire
album, is the perfect match
for the polyester clad, suburban-New Jersey characters in
the film.
Like Nirvana and Pearl
Jam, groups such as Bash &
Pop and Corrosion of
Conformity have that same
energy, only with a more
rugged sound to their

respective songs "Making
Me Sick" and "Big
Problem."
The second mistake I
made was listening to the
songs on low volurne. Pump
out that wattage. This music
on this soundtrack needs to
be loud ... and I mean
LOUD. There is absolutely no
way you can enjoy this music
without turning that volume
knob to 11.
Songs like "Shooting
Star" by Golden Smog and
"Berserker" by Love Among
Freaks aren’t done justice if
they’re whispered out of
your speakers. The songs
sound subdued and lifeless
without them screaming in
your ear. When listening to
these song, your natural
tendency will be to turn up
the volume.
Speaking of turning up
the volume, when track 17
hits that display you won’t
want to miss what is probably one of the best remakes
to hit the airwaves.
Fleetwood Mac’s "G5
Your Own Way" is redone
by Seaweed with a ’90s
grunge/rock tone to it while
still retaining Fleetwood
Mac’s easy listening style
The only truly inane
song on the album is
"Chewbacca" by
Supernova. The lyrics are
unimaginative and just plain
stupid. The only good thing
about the song is the prelude, which is an excerpt
from the movie consisting of
a discussion about which
"Star Wars" movie was bet"Empire Strikes Back"
ter
or "Return of the Jedi."
These movie excerpts,
which prelude many of the
songs, offer listeners who
haven’t seen the movie a
chance to experience some
tragic humor in the life of an
ordinary guy who enjoys listening to this album.

Squanto (Adam
Beach, left) and
his friend Epenow
(Eric Schweig,
center) confront
the Puritans.

‘SQUANTU:

Ingo

A Sugar-coated History Lesson
d

review by Michelle Maitre

If Disney didn’t get that historical theme park they had
planned, at least they got ’Squanto: A Warrior’s Tale.’
Disney’s latest tells the story of Squanto, the Patuxet Indian
who taught the Pilgrims how to survive in the New World the
story upon which the first Thanksgiving was supposedly based.
It’s a wonderful story for a wonderful holiday. But this movie
he’s wise, he’s
is like a white man’s fantasy of the noble savage
strong, he runs faster than the wind can blow, he talks to the animals. "Squante is a homogenized, prettied-up version of a pretty
horrible part of United States’ history. There’s no doubt ’Squanto"
is a Disney movie.
The movie starts as Squanto (played by Adam Beach) weds his
first love, Nakooma. The couple’s idyllic love ends, however, as the
dark ship of British prosperity rises on the horizon.
To make a long story short, the British kidnap Squanto and
take him back to England as an example of the New World’s barbarity. Squanto is kept in chains and forced to fight a huge grizzly
bear for the entertainment of the English. With a lulling chant,
Squanto is able to turn the bear to his bidding and makes a daring
escape by stolen boat.
Squanto shipwrecks and is rescued by a cloister of monks. And
here’s where the true Disney begins. The monks, led by the sage
Brother Daniel (played by Mandy Patinkin), teach Squanto English,

how to read, how to ride a horse and how to turn the other cheek.
Meanwhile, Squanto gives the monks sensible shoes made of
tree bark and leather, makes their flowers bloom, teaches them
Patuxet songs and teaches them how to watch a hawk for signs of
danger.
The monk scenes are the best in the movie. Patinkin is wellchosen as the insightful monk who first befriends Squanto. The
rest of the cloister characters are reminiscent of Robin’s band of
merry men from Disney’s cartoon version of ’Robin Hood." The
quirky and lovable monks steal the show.
The cloister scenes, which are easily one-third of the movie,
are funny and are probably the best recommendation I could make
to an adult to see this film.
Kids, though, will love ’Squanto." It’s full of animals, adventure, and cut and dry good guys and bad guys. And Squanto’s platitudinal ’love each other, love the Earth’ speech that wraps up the
film is a warm and Fuzzy, albeit cliche, message with which to exit
the theater.
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SQUANTO: A WARRIOR’S
TALE
STARRING: Adam Beach,
Michael Gambon, Nathaniel
Parker, Mandy Patinkin
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This coming Tuesday, Nov. 8, will be the
scariest day of the year. Forget Halloween, forget April 15, tax day. This coming Tuesday is
Election Day.
At least once every couple years, those of
us over age 18 have the civic responsibility to
drag our collective hinies out of bed and to
shuffle on down to what seems to be a randomly assigned edifice to vote.
While, yes, I should be thankful I have the
right to select our leaders and our laws, sometimes I can’t help but think my vote doesn’t
make a difference.
The way I figure it, democracy lost its novelty in this country about the same time we realized not everyone could live like the Cleavers in
"Leave It To Beaver."
Sure, June, Ward, Wally and the Beav had it
good, but not every family in America had a
mother who stayed home and baked and not
every predicament could be solved in half an
hour with commercial breaks for oleomargarine
and Cadillacs.
Democracy started to change when white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants like myself realized proportionately representative government meant
having non-white, non-Anglo-Saxon, nonProtestant representatives. I don’t find that
frightening, but others might.
Democracy is just a word to most
Americans now. It is kicked around and lost as
much as a hippy’s hacky-sac in a quad on a
community college campus. Politicians and
Pentagon eagles use the word like a gold Visa
card every time there is a need for obfuscation
and rationalization.
Our elected officials will tell us to protect
Democracy, we must raise/lower (pick one)
taxes. War birds will tell us to ensure
Democracy, we must invade a small Caribbean
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The Cats are Misbehavin’
at
CO)

island known for making steel drum music, baseballs
and voodoo.
But for the life of me, I don’t seem to recall ever
being asked if I would like to vote on the democracy
that is being served to me like a warmed-over TV din
ner.
What I remember being asked to vote on are
issues like whether or not I think illegal migrant workers and their families deserve equal protection and ser
vices under our laws. Damn straight they deserve it,
and I’ll vote that way. What were the founders of our
country if they weren’t migrant workers, possibly practicing illegal religions in other lands?
I also remember being asked to vote for the same
candidates over and over again. The names change and
the faces are different but platforms remain the same.
See if any of these sound bytes sound familiar:
"I’m going to get tough on crime."
"There is no need to raise taxes, but ..."
"I’m not only the president, I’m a member ..."
Well, not every politician uses the last one, but
they might as well. People will remember that ad line
more than any campaign promise made in the heat of
a race.
So what do I find so scary about Election Day?
Permit me to vent for a moment.
For several months before every Election Day, we
the voting public are bombarded with info-bytes about
candidates and their platforms when actually, all the
voting public cares to see is some sort of change, social
or economic, that is not killed by bipartisan fighting
and sub-committee compromise. All we really want to
see is a politician who doesn’t lose his or her aggressive
preelection demeanor in a heavy mist of pac money
and/or in a back -scratching orgy.
What is really scary is that an unassuming shoe
salesperson with high ideals and a small budget can
run for a seat on the local PTA. From there, this former
clog clerk, this moccasin merchant, this penny loafer
peddler gets the stars and stripes in his eyes and sets
out to change the world. But only if he can get a budget to match.
Once the sandal seller leaves the tarmac on a flight
to the capital, home-grown politics becomes a quaint,
outgrown idea. It’s the big time, baby. Forget apple
pie, we’re talking "pommes flambe."
And the scary part is, we get the politicians and
laws we vote for. Keep this in mind when you step into
the booth and pick what is behind door number one.
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